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Abstract

This paper compares the reference annotation
of structured named entities in two corpora
with different origins and properties. It ad-
dresses two questions linked to such a com-
parison. On the one hand, what specific is-
sues were raised by reusing the same annota-
tion scheme on a corpus that differs from the
first in terms of media and that predates it by
more than a century? On the other hand, what
contrasts were observed in the resulting anno-
tations across the two corpora?

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER), and its evaluation
methods, constitute an active field of research. NER
can be performed on many kinds of documents. On
textual data, a few NER applications focus on news-
papers, spoken data, as well as digitized data. On
specific kinds of data such as historical data, various
investigations have been performed to detect named
entities (Miller et al., 2000; Crane and Jones, 2006;
Byrne, 2007; Grover et al., 2008). From the point of
view of both annotation and evaluation campaigns,
ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) included NER on
OCRed data.

For the French language, an evaluation involv-
ing classical named entities was performed a few
years ago on old newspapers data (Galibert et al.,
2010). More recently, we proposed a definition
of structured named entities for broadcast news
data (Grouin et al., 2011). We follow this definition
in the present work.

After a presentation of related work (Section 2),
including the definition of structured named enti-
ties, this paper presents the construction of a new
annotated corpus of old newspapers (Section 3). The
main goal of the paper is to report the comparison of
structured named entity annotation in two contrast-
ing press corpora: the pre-existing broadcast news
corpus and this new corpus of old newspapers. This
comparison is performed at two levels: the annota-
tion process itself (Section 4.1) and the annotation
results (Section 4.2).

2 Related Work

2.1 Named Entity Definition

Initially, Named Entity recognition (NER) was
described as recognizing proper names (Coates-
Stephens, 1992). Since MUC-6 (Grishman and
Sundheim, 1996), named entities include three ma-
jor classes: person, location and organization.
Some numerical types are also often described and
used in the literature: date, time and amount (money
and percentages in most cases).

Proposals were made to sub-divide existing cat-
egories into finer-grained classes: e.g., politician
as part of the person class (Fleischman and Hovy,
2002), or city in the location class (Fleischman,
2001). New classes were added during the CONLL
conference. More recently, larger extensions were
proposed: product by (Bick, 2004) while (Sekine,
2004) defined an extensive hierarchy of named en-
tities containing about 200 types. Numerous in-
vestigations concern named entities in historical
data (Miller et al., 2000; Crane and Jones, 2006;
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Byrne, 2007; Grover et al., 2008). In most cases,
the definition of named entity follows the classical
definition. Nevertheless, in some cases, new cate-
gories were added. For example, the Virginia Banks
project (Crane and Jones, 2006) added categories
such as ships, regiments, and railroads to adapt the
definition to the American Civil War period.

2.2 Structured Named Entity Definitions

We proposed a new structure of named entities
that relies on two main principles: our extended
named entities are both hierarchical and composi-
tional. This structure requires novel methods to eval-
uate system outputs. Compared to existing named
entity definitions, our approach is more general
than the extensions proposed for specific domains,
and is simpler than the extensive hierarchy defined
by Sekine (2004). This structure allows us to cover
a large number of named entities with a basic cat-
egorization which provides a foundation that facil-
itates further annotation work. The guidelines are
available online (Rosset et al., 2011).

2.2.1 Hierarchy

We defined an extended named entity as being
composed of two kinds of elements: types and com-
ponents. In our definition, types refer to a gen-
eral segmentation of the world into major categories.
Furthermore, we consider that the content of an en-
tity must be structured as well. From this perspec-
tive, we defined a second level of annotation for each
category, which we call components.

Types and sub-types refer to the general category
of a named entity. We defined this type of element
as being the first level of annotation because they
give general information about the annotated expres-
sion. Our taxonomy is thus composed of 7 types
(person, location, organization, amount, time, pro-
duction and function) and 32 sub-types (individual
person pers.ind vs. group of persons pers.coll; law,
decree, and agreement prod.rule vs. political, philo-
sophical and religious belief prod.doctr, etc.).

Components can be considered as internal clues
for the annotation of elements: either to determine
the type of an extended named entity (a first name is
a clue for the individual person pers.ind sub-type),

or to set the named entity boundaries (a given to-
ken is a clue for the named entity, and is within its
scope—e.g., a number in a date—, while the next
token is not a clue and is outside its scope—e.g., a
word that is not a month, nor a part of a date).

Components are second-level elements, and can
never be used outside the scope of a type or sub-
type element. We specified two kinds of compo-
nents: transverse components that can be included in
all types of entities (name, kind, qualifier, demonym,
val, unit, object and range-mark), and specific com-
ponents, only used for a reduced set of components
(for example, name.last, name.first, name.middle
and title for the pers.ind sub-type).

2.2.2 Structure
Three kinds of structures can be found in our an-

notation schema. First, a sub-type contains a compo-
nent: the pers.ind sub-type (individual person) con-
tains components such as title and name.last, while
the func.ind sub-type (individual function) contains
other components such as kind (the kind of function)
and qualifier (a qualifier adjective) (see Figure 1).

func.ind

org.ent

name

Lazaristesdes

qualifier

général

kind

supérieur

pers.ind

name.last

Fiat,

title

M.

Figure 1: Multi-level annotation of entity sub-types (red
tags) and components (blue tags): Mr Fiat, general Supe-
rior of the Lazarists

Secondly, a sub-type includes another sub-type,
used as a component. In Figure 2, the func.ind sub-
type (individual function), which spans the whole
function expression, includes the loc.adm.town sub-
type (administrative location for a town), which
spans the single word of the French town Versailles.

déclare

pers.ind

title

func.ind

loc.adm.town

name

Versaillesde

kind

procureurM. leEnfin,

Figure 2: Multi-level annotation of entity sub-types: Fi-
nally, Mr the prosecutor of Versailles declares
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Finally, in cases of metonymy and antonomasia, a
sub-type is used to refer to another sub-type (Fig-
ure 3). The sub-type to which the entity intrin-
sically belongs is annotated (the loc.oro sub-type,
an oronym location). Then, this sub-type is over-
annotated with the sub-type to which the expression
belongs in the considered context (the org.adm sub-
type, an administrative organization).

org.adm

loc.oro

name

Grenelle.de

kind

ruelui succédait à la

pers.ind

name.last

Berthelot

title

M.

Figure 3: Annotation with sub-types and components in-
cluding metonymy: Mr Berthelot was succeeding him at
rue de Grenelle (= Ministry of Education)

2.3 Experiments on Broadcast News Data
In (Grouin et al., 2011), we reported a human an-
notation campaign using the above-mentioned struc-
tured entities on spoken data and the resulting cor-
pus. The training part of the corpus is only com-
posed of broadcast news data while the test cor-
pus is composed of both broadcast news and broad-
cast conversations data. In order to build a mini-
reference corpus for this annotation campaign (a
“gold” corpus), we randomly extracted a sub-corpus
from the training one. This sub-corpus was anno-
tated by 6 different annotators following a 4-step
procedure. Table 1 gives statistics about training,
test and gold corpora. These corpora (“BN” in the
remainder of the paper) has been used in an evalua-
tion campaign (Galibert et al., 2011).

PPPPPPPPPInf.
Data

Training Test Gold

# shows 188 18 -
# lines 43,289 5,637 398
# tokens 1,291,225 108,010 11,532
# entity types 113,885 5,523 1,161
# distinct types 41 32 29
# components 146,405 8,902 1,778
# distinct comp. 29 22 22

Table 1: Statistics on the annotated BN corpora

3 Structured Named Entities in Old
Newspapers

We performed the same annotations on a corpus
composed of OCRed press archives, henceforth the
Old Press (OP) corpus. Human annotation was sub-
contracted to the same team of annotators as for the
BN corpus, thus facilitating the consistency of anno-
tations across corpora.

3.1 Corpus

The Old Press corpus consists of 76 newspaper is-
sues published in December 1890 and provided by
the French National Library (Bibliothèque Nationale
de France). We used three different French titles: Le
Temps, 54 documents for a total 209 pages, La Croix,
21 documents for a total 84 pages, and Le Figaro, 1
document with 2 pages.

A newspaper is composed of various parts (titles,
articles, ads, etc.), some of which are not useful for
named entity annotation. A corpus study allowed
us to determine parts in which we considered anno-
tation would be useless: titles, mastheads, ads, ta-
bles of numbers, theater programs, stock exchange
results, weather reports, etc. We designed a proce-
dure to filter out these parts in each document, which
is fully described in (Galibert et al., 2012). The re-
sult consists in a corpus of about 23,586 text blocks
extracted from 295 different pages.

3.2 Adaptation of Annotation Guidelines

Given the characteristics of the corpus (OCRed press
archives), although the OCR quality rate is good
(Character Error Rate at 5.09% and Word Error Rate
at 36.59%1), we introduced a new XML attribute
and a new component into the annotation schema in
order to take into account these features and to fulfill
annotators’ requirements.

Attribute correction. Annotators were asked to
correct incorrectly recognized entities. To save time
and effort, correction was to be performed only on
named entities, not on the whole text (see Figure 4
where the entity “d’Algor” of type loc.adm.town has
been corrected into “d’Alger” (from Algiers)).

1The CER and the WER were computed in terms of Leven-
shtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965).
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e s t a r r i v é en r a d e < l o c . a d m . t o w n c o r r e c t i o n =" d ’ Agha "> d ’ Ag’ ha < / l o c . a d m . t o w n > à
< t i m e . h o u r . a b s c o r r e c t i o n =" t r o i s h e u r e s de l ’ après−midi ; "> < v a l > t r o i s < / v a l > < u n i t >
h e u r e s < / u n i t > do < t i m e−m o d i f i e r > l ’ après−midi ; < / t i m e−m o d i f i e r > < / t i m e . h o u r . a b s > i l
n ’ a pu ê t r e admis à l a l i b r e p r a t i q u e qu ’ à < t i m e . h o u r . a b s > < v a l > c i n q < / v a l > < u n i t >
h e u r e s < / u n i t > du < t i m e−m o d i f i e r > s o i r , < / t i m e−m o d i f i e r > < / t i m e . h o u r . a b s > p a r s u i t e
d ’ un d é c è s s u r v e n u d e v a n t < p r o d . o b j e c t > B o u g i e . < / p r o d . o b j e c t > A < t i m e . h o u r . a b s >
< v a l > s i x < / v a l > < u n i t > heu re s , < / u n i t > < / t i m e . h o u r . a b s > i l m o u i l l a i t dans l e p o r t .
I l d é b a r q u e r a s e s t r o u p e s < t i m e . d a t e . r e l > a u j o u r d ’ h u i < / t i m e . d a t e . r e l > dans l a
m a t i n é e e t a p p a r e i l l e r a e n s u i t e nour < l o c . a d m . t o w n > T o u l o n . < / l o c . a d m . t o w n >

Figure 4: Example annotated text block

Component noisy-entities. When a character
recognition error involves an entity boundary, a seg-
mentation error occurs, either between an entity and
other tokens, or between several entities and possi-
bly other tokens. To allow the annotators to anno-
tate the entity in that character span, we defined a
new component noisy-entities which indicates that
an entity is present in the noisy span of characters.
A complete description of these adaptations can be
found in (Galibert et al., 2012).

3.3 Inter-Annotator Agreement

To evaluate the manual annotations of the annota-
tion team (“Global annotated corpus” in Figure 5),
we built a mini reference corpus by selecting 255
blocks from the training corpus. We followed the
same procedure as the one used for the BN corpus,
as illustrated in Figure 5:

1. The corpus is annotated independently by 2
teams of 2 annotators (“Scientist” boxes).

2. Each team produces an adjudicated annotated
corpus from the two teams’ annotations (“In-
stitute 1” and “Institute 2” boxes).

3. One team produces an adjudicated annotated
corpus from the two previously obtained ver-
sions of the corpus (“Institutes” box).

4. Then, one team produces an adjudicated anno-
tated corpus (“Mini-reference” box) from the
previous corpus and the corresponding corpus
extracted (“Annotated sub-corpus” box) from
the global annotated corpus.

Global
corpus

Global
annotated

corpus

Unannotated
sub-corpus

 extraction

Annotated
sub-corpus

 extraction

Scientist 1 Scientist 2 Scientist 3Scientist 4

Adjudication Adjudication

Institute 1

Adjudication

Institute 2

Institutes

Adjudication

Mini-reference

IAAIAA

Figure 5: Mini reference corpus constitution procedure.
Parts of the figure in green refer to the extraction stage,
parts in blue to the adjudication stage and parts in red to
the inter-annotator agreement stage

The complete annotated corpus was divided for
evaluation purposes into training and test corpora,
as described in (Galibert et al., 2012). Table 2 gives
statistics about these corpora and the gold corpus.

During the whole annotation process, inter-
annotator agreements and disagreements were com-
puted. Here, we present the results in term of inter-
annotator agreement between the annotated sub-
corpus and the mini reference corpus.
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XXXXXXXXXXXInformation
Data

Training Test Gold

# pages 231 64 -
# lines 192,543 61,088 1618
# tokens 1,297,742 363,455 12,263
# distinct tokens 152,655 64,749 5,215
# entity types 114,599 33,083 1,373
# entity types w/ corr. 4,258 1,364 65
# distinct entity types 40 39 29
# components 136,113 40,432 2,053
# components w/ corr. 71 22 51
# distinct components 26 25 23

Table 2: Old Press corpora annotated with extended
named entities. Gold stands for mini reference corpus;
corr. for correction attribute

To compute an inter-annotator agreement, we
need a ‘random baseline’ which is dependent on the
number of markables. We showed that consider-
ing as markables all entities annotated at least in
one of the two corpora should lead to the lowest
possible bound for κ estimation (in our experiment,
κ= 0.647) (Grouin et al., 2011). In contrast, the
F-measure can indicate the highest possible bound
(F = 0.799).

4 Comparisons

We have annotated two different corpora using the
same definition of extended and structured named
entities. This gives us an opportunity to analyze dif-
ferences in (i) the annotation campaigns for these
two corpora, highlighting specific difficulties linked
to corpus properties (Section 4.1), and (ii) the ob-
tained annotated corpora (Section 4.2).

4.1 Annotation Campaign

4.1.1 From the Source Material Point of View
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the Old Press an-

notation included an additional task for the anno-
tators: correcting the incorrectly recognized char-
acters in the annotated named entities. Perform-
ing this task properly implies to read not only the
OCRed text, but also the corresponding source im-
age, as some errors do not appear as such in the
text. This is the case, for example, in “M. Buis” (Mr
Buis) instead of “M. Buls” (Mr Buls) or, more im-

portantly, “touché” (touched) instead of “Fouché”
(last name of a person). In addition to this, seg-
mentation issues had to be dealt with. For exam-
ple, “M. Montmerqué,ingénieur des ponts etchaua-
sées” (Mr Montmerqué, highway engineer) has two
tokens and a punctuation glued together (Mont-
merqué,ingénieur).

4.1.2 From the Language Point of View

Specific languages. A set of difficulties was due to
the specific language types encountered in the cor-
pus, in particular the religious language from the
newspaper La Croix (17 issues, 68 pages). Some ex-
pressions, like “mandement de Carême” (Lent pas-
toral prayer) were found difficult to annotate and re-
quired some checking in external sources. The lan-
guage used in classified ads from Le Temps was also
quite difficult to annotate due to their format (see
Figure 6) and the abbreviations they contain, which
are not always easy to understand. For instance, in
the same figure, Cont. might stand for contiguous.

Figure 6: Example of classified ads from Le Temps

Cultural context. Another set of difficulties was
due to the general cultural context of the time, which
is long forgotten now and which the annotators had
to rediscover, at least partly. Thus, they had to
consult various external sources, like Wikipedia, to
check geographical divisions (was “Tonkin” a coun-
try or a mere region in 1890?), events (in “le krach
Macé” (Macé crash), does “Macé” correspond to a
family name?), and even names (is “Lorys” a first or
a last name?).

More generally, the language of the time (end of
the 19th century), though apparently close to present
French, presents some specificities that required a
re-interpretation of the annotation guide. For exam-
ple, persons were almost systematically designated
by their title (e.g., “Mr X”, where “Mr” is a title
component and “X” a name.last component).
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Annotation difficulties. During the Broadcast
News campaign, we noticed that the distinction
made in the annotation guide between a function
(which does not include a person) and a title (which
is included in a person named entity) was in fact
not stable and difficult to use. In the Old Press cor-
pus, with the high frequency of usage of a title with
a name of a person, this distinction generated even
more questions, mistakes and inconsistencies in the
annotations. These differences, though minor and
more or less expected, made the annotation more
complex, as it depended on realities that are much
less frequent nowadays.

Finally, difficulties regarding boundary delimita-
tion were more frequent, most probably due to the
written form of the OP corpus (as opposed to the
spoken form of the BN corpus). Figure 7 shows a
long entity which should probably include France.

loc.adm.nat

name

Francede

org.adm

name

d’hygiène publique

qualifier

consultatif

kind

Comité

Figure 7: Boundary delimitation difficulties: consultative
committee for public hygiene of France

4.2 Study of Annotated Corpora
The Broadcast News (BN) corpus and the Old Press
(OP) corpus have different temporal and genre prop-
erties. Intuitively, we expect these differences to be
reflected in the types of named entities they contain.

Having these two corpora consistently annotated
with the same types of named entities makes it easier
to test this hypothesis. Furthermore, the structure of
these entities opens avenues for more detailed con-
trastive analysis than plain, one-level entities. We
sketch some of them in this section.

We used two methods to test the above hypothe-
sis. First, we used a statistical test to compare the
distributions of entity types and components across
the two corpora. Second, we checked whether doc-
uments of these two corpora could be discriminated
based on their entity types and components.

4.2.1 Statistical Analysis
We study in this section whether there is a sig-

nificant difference between the two corpora in terms

of entity types and components. Let us stress that
we examine only the labels of these entities (e.g.,
org.adm or name), not their contents (e.g., Comité
consultatif...).

We first examined the density of entities in docu-
ments of the two corpora. For each document, the
entity-token ratio is computed as follows: the to-
tal number of occurrences of entity types and en-
tity components (tags), divided by the number of
tokens in the document (tokens): tags

tokens . A Welch
Two Sample t-test (computed with the R t.test func-
tion) was performed to check whether the mean
entity-token ratio was significantly different across
the Old Press and Broadcast News documents. It
shows that the two means (0.233 and 0.251) have
a slightly significant difference (95% confidence in-
terval, p < 0.01).

We then applied the same test to each entity type
and each entity component. To remove the differ-
ence in entity-token ratios, the variable we exam-
ine for each entity type or component is the propor-
tion of occurrences of this type or component (tagi)
among all occurrences of entity types and compo-
nents (tags) in a document: tagi

tags . Entity types and
entity components are all the more over-represented
in one of the two corpora as the significance level (p)
is high.

Figures 8 and 9 respectively rank entity types
and components in decreasing order of p. Bar
height reflects the significance of the means differ-
ence | log(p)|. An ascending bar means that the en-
tity is more present in the Broadcast News corpus,
a descending bar in the Old Press corpus. In total,
36 entity types and components out of 73 have a
p < 0.001, and 6 more have a p < 0.01. Therefore,
more than half of them have a significant difference
across the two corpora.

Entity type analysis. We can see on Figure 8 that
BN has a greater proportion of countries and con-
tinents (loc.adm.nat, loc.adm.sup: maybe due to
more international news in contemporary press), rel-
ative dates and times (time.date.rel, time.hour.rel:
possibly linked to the media, audio and television,
with more immediate references), companies and
administrations (org.ent, org.adm), media names
(prod.media). OP has a greater proportion of ab-
solute dates (time.date.abs), individual persons and
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functions (pers.ind, func.ind), physical addresses,
including streets, roads, facilities (loc.add.phys,
loc.oro, loc.fac: reference is more often given
to where something can be found), hydronyms
(loc.phys.hydro), and works of art (prod.art: articles
about plays in theaters).
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Figure 8: 19 entity types with p < 0.001, ranked by de-
creasing order of significance

Some entity types are only present in one of the
corpora. This is indeed the case of the noisy-entities
element introduced for OP, but also of electronic ad-
dresses and software (loc.add.elec, proc.soft) which
did not exist in the nineteenth century.

Entity component analysis. Figure 9 shows that
BN has a greater proportion of first names, middle
names, and demonyms (name.first, name.middle,
demonym), whereas OP has a greater proportion of
titles and last names (title, name.last): this reflects
differences in time periods (more titles in the nine-
teenth century, use of first name in addition to last
name in contemporary news) and topics (use of de-
monyms for sports teams in contemporary news).
Days, months and years are in greater proportion in
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Figure 9: 17 components with p < 0.001, ranked by de-
creasing order of significance

OP since they are the components of absolute dates,
also in greater proportion in OP (see above).

More precise assessments can be performed based
on the rich structure of the entities, with their nested
types and components. Among person entities
(pers.ind and pers.coll), BN has a much larger pro-
portion (52% vs. 6%) of persons composed of a first
and a last name (pers_first_last: entities of the form
<pers.*> <name.first/> <name.last/> </pers.*>) and
of persons with a first name (pers_with_first: enti-
ties where <pers.*> includes a <name.first/>: 69%
vs. 19%), whereas OP has a much larger proportion
(44% vs. 8%) of persons with a title (pers_with_title:
entities where <pers.*> includes a <title/>) and
of persons composed of a title and a last name
(pers_title_last, 34% vs. 2%: M. Berthelot). In con-
trast, there is no significant difference in the propor-
tion of persons with a last name. This refines the
individual observations on name components and
types, and shows that although OP has a greater
proportion of last names, it has in the same way a
greater proportion of persons, so that their ratio is
constant across both corpora. On the contrary, the
greater proportion of titles in OP is confirmed by its
greater proportion of persons who include a title.

In another area, OP has a quite large propor-
tion (29% vs. 6%) of administrations (org.adm)
that are composed of exactly one <kind> com-
ponent (orgadm_kind): the most frequent ones
are la Chambre, le gouvernement, la République,
l’Etat, etc., instead of a kind and some precision
(e.g., la <org.adm> <kind> Chambre </kind> des
<func.coll> <kind> députés </kind> </func.coll>
</org.adm> [the Chamber of Representatives]).
This reflects a particular administrative (here, gov-
ernmental) system and a conventional reduction of
the full name of some of its instances.

4.2.2 Automatic Classification and Feature
Selection

If the distributions of entity types and components
are sufficiently different across the Broadcast News
and Old Press corpora, it should be possible to use
them as features in a classifier which detects whether
a document of these corpora belongs to BN or OP. To
test this hypothesis, we used as features for a docu-
ment the same variables as in the statistical analysis:
the tagi

tags ratio for each entity type and component.
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We tested several classifiers (using the Weka tool-
box (Hall et al., 2009)), with stratified ten-fold
cross-validation over the whole training corpus (188
BN documents and 231 OP documents). Table 3
shows the results for One Rule (OneR), decision
trees (J48), Naïve Bayes, and SVM (SMO). False
Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) computation
assumes that the target class is Old Press (hence FN
is the number of OP documents classified as BN).

FP FN FP+FN Accuracy
One Rule 22 12 34 0.919
Decision Tree 2 5 7 0.983
Naïve Bayes 2 1 3 0.993
SVM 0 0 0 1.000

Table 3: Classification based on tag ratio

Even a baseline classifier (One Rule) obtained a
high accuracy (0.919). It chose the title feature and
produced the rule “if title < 0.0255 then BN, else
OP”. This is consistent with the above observation
that it has the second most significant difference in
means across the two corpora.

The Decision Tree classifier obtained a much bet-
ter accuracy, with a tree based on features title, then
on name.first and loc.adm.sup (also among the most
significant differences), and on func.ind, demonym
(very significant differences too). The Naïve Bayes
classifier did better (0.993), and the SVM obtained a
perfect classification: taken together, the 73 tag ra-
tios are indeed discriminant enough to determine the
corpus to which a document belongs.

Performing feature selection is yet another way
to test which entity types and components are the
most discriminant. Using the default feature se-
lection method in Weka (CfsSubsetEval with Best-
First search) selected 21 features, 19 of which had a
p < 0.001. With only the three features title, de-
monym, and name.first (the three tag ratios with the
most statistically significant differences), the SVM
still correctly classified all documents but one. This
confirms that some of the entity types and compo-
nents are highly discriminant. Interestingly enough,
the three most discriminant ones are components:
this underlines the contribution of this aspect of our
structured named entities.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

We have presented the human annotation of a second
reference corpus (Old Press) with Structured Named
Entities, using the same annotation scheme as in the
previous corpus (Broadcast News). These two cor-
pora have similar overall sizes in tokens and num-
bers of entity types and components, but are differ-
ent in terms of time periods and media. This entailed
a need to adapt slightly the annotation guidelines.

Having two corpora annotated according to the
same annotation scheme makes it possible to per-
form contrastive studies. We reported a series of ob-
servations on the human annotation of these two cor-
pora. We illustrated the impact of OCRed text and of
a time-induced cultural distance on the human anno-
tation process. Based on the annotation results, we
evidenced significant differences between the entity
types and components of the two corpora, as well as
discriminant entity types and components.

The structured named entities made it possible
to study finer-grained distinctions, such as different
naming structures for people (title + last name in
Old Press vs. first + last name in Broadcast News),
or single-component (in Old Press) vs. multiple-
component administrative organizations.

Indeed, the studies reported in this paper are but
a small sample of what can be achieved thanks to
these structured entities. At the time of writing, we
are in the final stages of the paperwork necessary to
release the two corpora for free usage by the scien-
tific community. We hope that many colleagues will
thus obtain these corpora and use them both to train
named entity recognizers and to perform more pre-
cise contrastive studies.
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